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* The most obvious thing about Photoshop is the image manipulation tools. This section describes the basic tools you need to know. You can use all of these tools in most situations. A few, however, are designed for specific tasks, and we discuss them below. In addition to these tools, Photoshop offers useful effects, tools for creating
transparencies, and other features. Many of these features were not available in Photoshop when the program was first released in 1987. * In this book, we focus on the tools available for retouching. You may be interested in other tools for creating and editing images, including those that provide more sophisticated manipulation
features. The following sections describe these tools, and we provide pointers for where to find more information. Basic Image Manipulation Tools First of all, Photoshop provides an extensive number of tools for turning your image into whatever you want it to be. When you first open an image, you see a Basic Image tool palette that
includes the tools that open up a window with the image and enable you to manipulate the image (see Figure 2-1). (While you can see the tools, you don't have to use them in most situations; it's easier to use the tools if they open when you click or press a hot key.) * The tools that open a window with an image to manipulate it are as
follows: * Select the image with one of these tools, and then use the tool to make selections or change the background color, size, and other properties. * The Size/Crop tool enables you to make any changes you make to the image permanent. You can apply any changes you make with this tool by using the regular Edit→Apply/Backup
command. * The Free Transform tool enables you to stretch and shrink the image by using the handles, resize, or skew tools. * The Filters palette provides at least one filter for each of Photoshop's color modes, a selection tool, and an adjustment tool. (You can also open the Filters/Adjustments/Adjustment Layer dialog box and drag
the Adjustment Layers icon to add another Adjustment Layer.) When you see the Adjustment Layers icon in the palette, you can add an additional filter, apply it, or edit the filter. Figure 2-1: The Basic Image tool palette enables you to select, copy, cut, or paste your image. The tool palette sometimes includes a menu of options, which
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In this tutorial, we will show you how to customize the appearance of your photos. We will use the attributes of a layer in Photoshop to modify the appearance of a photo. We will use an example of an image editing project to follow along. The example image will be edited by using the Picking Lasso tool. Where can I download the
image? Here is the example image we will be working with. Find it on the downloads page of this website. STEP 1 Open the image you want to work with in Photoshop. In this tutorial, we are going to use a picture of a desert landscape, because it is beautiful and it is a good example of an image for which the features are easy to find.
The original image is titled “dune by the sea”. STEP 2 Import the new file into Photoshop. Using the File menu in the upper left corner, navigate to Open > Open: and then select the file. Using the Open dialog that appears, navigate to the location where the image is stored on your computer. Click the Open button to select the image.
You can see the image in the preview area at the bottom of the dialog. You can close the dialog and keep working. STEP 3 From the Layers panel at the bottom left, select the file. Select the image layer. Use the following steps to edit and modify the appearance of the image. To edit the appearance of the photo, we will use the layer’s
attributes in Photoshop. Photoshop has multiple ways to edit the appearance of a layer. We will use the Appearance section of the Layer panel to do so. However, depending on the appearance of the photo you want to edit, you might need to use another alternative. Follow the steps below to see the picture in its different stages. 1.
Create a new layer. Go to the Create New Layer button in the Layers panel or the Layer menu and select the New layer button. On the right side of the panel, click the white square to add a new layer. Using the square creates a layer with no effects that have been applied. On the right side of the panel, click the square to add a new
layer. 2. Select the rectangle tool and press the B key. Use the Rectangle tool and draw a rectangular selection 05a79cecff
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Brushes Each brush is unique and behaves differently. Some have a soft or hard edges. Some are sharp. Some are even able to blend into the surrounding pixels and create a blended effect. While you may not use every brush available, it is a good idea to learn how they work and the effects that they can create. You can use the Default
Brush to paint the exact pixels you want, but the Brush Tool is the most commonly used Photoshop tool. Take a look at the guide below to learn the basics of brushes. For more information about each brush, read the individual brush help page for specific information. 12. Click to open the Brush Options dialog box. To open the Brush
Options dialog box, click the Brush icon () to the right of the Brush menu, then click the Brush Options button () in the lower-right corner of the Options dialog box that opens. 13. In the Brush dialog box, shown in Figure 5-2, deselect the Feather check box to turn off the feathering effect, then select the Blend If option. If the Blend If
option is not already selected, click the little down arrow next to the box and select the check box to turn it on. Figure 5-2: The Brush dialog box lets you choose the type of brush to use. 14. Deselect the Pencil and Shape Tools check boxes to turn off the type of brush that you want to use. 15. Click OK to close the Brush Options dialog
box. Selecting the Brush Tool Photoshop automatically selects the Brush tool when you select a new image. To switch to the Brush tool and paint, simply select a new image by using a brush on an existing layer. Photoshop comes with several brush types, each with its own specific function. A brush can be named or saved as a preset,
but you can also create custom brushes to suit your needs. All brush types start off with the same defaults: Solid, Stroke, and Regular. If you change any of these values, it automatically changes the settings for all the brushes that come with Photoshop, so keep that in mind. To change the brush settings (for example, to change the brush
size or color), choose Edit⇒Change Brush. (You can find the Brush button shown in the margin in the Tools panel.) In the Brush tool options area that opens, click the small arrow by the Solid, Stro
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Get ready for the power of microfinance With millions of unbanked people living on less than $1 a day and the great majority of them women, it’s little wonder that microfinance organisations have been trying to help more than ever before. Governments and the private sector have responded in different ways, with the majority of
existing funding focusing on agriculture-based loans in the developing world, most notably in India, or microfinance for women (of which there are several types). But microfinance is under threat from different sources. The first is the advance of technology. Personal digital wallets are becoming the norm, and it’s not just consumers
who want to be able to access their money and make payments via their phone. Mobile money apps can help customers in many parts of the world, but they are not universal. Digitization also creates new risks, such as digital theft, and is creating conflicts over how transactions should be dealt with. But there is another more powerful
force at work. Over the last ten years or so, big banks have become increasingly wary of small businesses and have focused more and more of their money and their staff on lending to large corporations. Their fear has been that they will lose business to start-ups, and it’s true that microfinance organisations often offer cheaper terms to
start-ups with greater growth potential. So if big banks stop lending to smaller firms, a lot of small firms will suddenly find themselves with less cash, and they will need to find somewhere else to borrow money. It is exactly this point that the technology of the emerging world – in particular, smartphones, and mobile money – offers the
banks. It’s becoming very difficult to get a loan from a big bank or a credit union, but through the emerging world, getting a smartphone is becoming very easy. Even more importantly, without a smartphone, it is very difficult to pay a bank on time – the Indians call it ‘kanun’ – unless you have a lot of money in your bank account. So if
people can get phone credit, they will just be more likely to pay their banks on time, and be less tempted by payday loans. If some people are able to get their smartphones paid for by their banks, this will reduce the risks for other people. As the old saying goes, a rising tide lifts all boats – but not just all boats in a good mood. For
instance, in the big cities of the developing world
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